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Remember that our Northern Lights is an autoflower so there's no need to change the light cycle, this
type of cannabis grows from start to finish under the same light cycle, you can choose to grow under an
18/6, 20/4, or 24/0 light cycle, depending on what suits you better. Northern Lights Auto is a stable high-
yielding strain with a high THC content of up to 23%. NL Auto is highly adaptable to all growing
environments; indoors it grows into a small to medium-sized plant enjoying 18 hours of light per 24 and
finishing its life-cycle in 55 - 60 days. #710 #highlife #cannabiscommunity?? #weedlife #cannabis
#maryjane #hightimes #smoke #hemp #high #dank #420 #cannabiscommunityuk #sativa
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Northern Lights Auto is an extremely famous strain created in the 1970's in the United States. Its
genetics are Afghani in origin based on Indica descendants. NL made its way to Holland in the 1980's
and quickly became the standard strain for indoor growing. 24HR LIGHT CYCLE. Some growers will
even give their autos a full 24 hours of light, arguing that this helps maximise vegetative growth.
Growers who stick to 18-hour light cycles, on the other hand, argue that this gives their plants a short
"recovery" period that is essential for healthy growth.. There's no real consensus on whether autos grow
better under 18 or 24 hours of light, and we ...
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Autoflowering plants as we have determined earlier grow best when you give them between 18 and 24
hours of light each day but there are many circumstances when a grower need to give his plants only 12
hours of light. And today I will try to explain the what, why and when about autoflowers and 12/12
(day/night) light cycle. First of all I need to say that you can absolutely grow autoflowers on ... #weed
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Light cycle changes can also decrease the overall heat ... the seeds were NL auto cheese and I went to
24/0 on the 3rd and the growth has been great since then. in fact its quite incredible the difference its
made. ive always been an outdoor grower so this is first indoor and af grow so I went with a 24-8-18 veg
nute at 1/4 power right now wit ...
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#stoners #dabs #seattlecannabis Northern Lights is an indica marijuana strain made by crossing Afghani
with Thai.Northern Lights produces euphoric effects that settle in firmly throughout the body, relaxing
muscles and easing ... 18+ ONLY - Bhang Chocolate is made for cannabis lovers who also happen to
love chocolate. All Bhang products start with premium cacao and the recipe of a master chocolatier.
Unlike competitors, Bhang tastes like chocolate ONLY - open until 2:00 AM 7 days a week. see ya in
store??? recommended site
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